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Welcome survivors, supporters and friends to the 2015 Annual SNAP
Conference. We’re so glad you are here with us in Washington, DC, to learn
from and support one another!
SNAP was founded in 1988 as a self-help support group for those who were
sexually violated. Frustrated with the inadequate response from church officials
we began seeking out each other. Still hurting, we determined to research and
teach ourselves how to heal from the trauma. Very early in the process we figured
out that church officials were interested in protecting perpetrators and their
reputation, not helping victims and family members. As the SNAP members
embarked on individual journeys towards wholeness we discovered that working
to prevent future violence is an integral element for healing.
If this is your first meeting with SNAP, we applaud your courage. Please know that
we appreciate your presence and respect your privacy. Don’t hesitate to ask if you
have questions or concerns. We are survivors and supporters like you, so we may
not have all the answers, but we can share your questions.
We encourage everyone to reach out to the other conference attendees and
make everyone feel welcome and included.
Need someone to talk to? All weekend long, trained supporters and peer
counselors will be available to speak one-on-one. This is an opportunity to
privately discuss personal, abuse-related issues, ask questions or seek support.
Please visit the quiet room any time.
We always want to make improvements to the conference. Can you help with
some feed-back? Before you leave, please fill out the evaluation form and turn it
in. We rely on these forms in helping to prepare for future conferences.
We hope you enjoy the conference. If there is anything we can do to help you,
please don’t hesitate to ask us. You can find us at the Registration Desk.

—SNAP Staff
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You are cordially
invited to
an ice cream social!
Friday, July 31
9:30 PM
Edison ABC
The National Survivor Advocates Coalition (NSAC)
is pleased to invite you to an Ice Cream Social
immediately following the opening session of the
SNAP Conference.
NSAC honors your courage. We honor the difficult
burdens that you carry in your daily life. We are
grateful to you for witnessing to the truth.
It is because of the dedication, determination and
persistence of the compassionate work of SNAP
that children are being protected and the possibility
for justice for survivors is expanding.
We look forward to seeing those survivors, family
members and advocates who have attended SNAP
conferences before but most especially we are
looking forward to meeting those for whom this is a
first SNAP conference. We salute you and we will
be honored to meet you.

Please come!
NSAC provides a free news briefing
service on the current events of the
crisis delivered direct to you Inbox.
To subscribe, please email our
publisher, Steve Sheehan at
sheehan1777@aol.com
SNAP into Action
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Conference Map
The Quiet Room will be in
Carver. If you need help,
please ask anyone with a
gold leader ribbon on
their nametag.

*The General Session will be in Edison DEFG. The location of breakout session and other
events are listed indicated below with italics.

Conference Schedule
Friday, July 31
4:30pm-7:30pm

Check in at Registration Desk

7:00-7:20
Gg

David Clohessy
Welcome! Our Second Quarter Century-Where Do We Go From Here?

7:20-7:50
gg

Ross Cheit
The Unacknowledged History of Child Sexual Abuse in America

7:50-8:10
Gg

Miguel Hurtado
21st Century Activism Confronts Medieval Child Endangerment Practices

8:10-8:30
Gg

Julieta Añazco
Pope Involved? The State of Sexual Abuse Cases in Argentina

8:30-8:50
Gg

Alberto Athie
Ending Child Abuse, A World Cause

8:50-8:55
Gg

Manuel Munro
Abused in Venezuela: Overcoming Shame

8:55-9:25
gg

Tom Doyle
Different Ways to Make a Difference

9:25-9:30

Housekeeping Announcements

9:30-10:30pm

Ice Cream Social Hosted by NSAC
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Saturday, August 1

Breakout Session One

7:00am
Gg

Morning Walk, Leisurely to Brisk Pace
(Meet in hotel lobby by main entrance)

7:45
gg

Agnostic & Freethinkers Friends of Bill W
(Curie Room)

9:00-10:00
Gg
gg

Chris Kerns, Juliet King, Lukasz Konopka,
Petr Bob and Peter Isely
The Brain, Stress and Trauma—Healing Arts

10:00-10:30
Gg
gg

Joye E. Frost
Office of Victims of Crime (OVC) Resources:
Helping to Heal the Wounds of Abuse

10:30-10:45

Break

10:45-11:45

Breakout Session One

11:45-1:15pm

Lunch

1:15-1:35
Gg

Juan Carlos Cruz
Keeping Bishops Accountable in Latin America

1:35-2:05
Gg
gg

Madeleine Baran
Debunking a Myth: A Reporter’s Look
Inside the Abuse Scandal

2:05-2:35
Gg

Tom Fox
NCR Facing the Abuse Crisis Alone

2:35-2:55
Gg

Barbara Blaine
SNAP into Action: You Make a Difference

2:55- 3:15
Gg
gg

Jeff Anderson
Looking Back, Moving Forward:
Our Intention is Love. The Instrument is Justice.

3:15-3:45
Gg
gg

Joseph McGettigan
The Serial Pedophile in an Institutional Setting:
Sandusky at Penn State

3:45-4:15
Gg

Anne Barrett Doyle and Terry McKiernan
Papal Report Card and Philly Preview

4:15-4:30

Break

4:30-5:30

Breakout Session Two

5:30-8:00

Dinner

6:00
Gg

Friends of Bill W
(Edison Room A)

8:00pm

Movie: The Invisible War
Discussion Facilitator: Lisa Kendzior

SNAP into Action

Family Support
Mary Ellen Kruger and Judy Lorenz
(Curie Room)
Abuse of Vulnerable Adults
Cameron Altaras
(Edison C)
Legal Issues
Jeff Anderson
(Wright Room)
Art Therapy: Connecting Mind
and Body
Aisling Kerns
(Bannerker Room)
Child Sexual Abuse and
Our Communities
Pam Pine
(Bell Room)
Blogging and Social Media
Joelle Casteix
(Edison A)
Sex Trafficking: An Emerging Threat in
the United States
William Woolf
(Edison B)

Breakout Session Two
Group Art Experience
Daniel Lanctot
(Bannerker Room)
How to Lobby Your Elected
Officials and Why It Is Important
Anne Clark
(Bell Room)
Grand Jury Investigations
of Pedophiles
Joseph McGettigan
(Edison A)
Men Support Group
Dave O’Regan
(Edison C)
Women Support Group
Dottie Klammer
(Curie Room)
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Real Accountability In
The Age of Francis
Terry McKiernan, Anne Barrett Doyle,
and staff
(Main Room Edison DEFG)
July 31-August 2, 2015

Sunday, August 2
7:00am
gg

Morning Walk, Leisurely to Brisk Pace
(Meet in hotel lobby by main entrance)

9:00-9:20
gg

Pete Saunders
Can the Institutional Church Change?

9:20-10:00
Gg
Gg

Ruth Krall, Cameron Altaras,
Melanie Sakoda and Amy Smith
Abuse in Other Denominations and Institutions

10:00-10:30
Gg
Gg

David Grosso
The Childhood Protection Against
Sexual Abuse Amendment Act of 2015

10:30-10:50
Gg

SNAP “I Made A Difference” Awards
Teresa Fidelis Lancaster, Jean Wehner and Debbie Yohn

10:50-11:45
Gg
gg

SNAP “Pioneer” Awards
Phil Saviano and Walter Robinson for
the Boston Globe Spotlight Team

11:45-12:00pm

Send Off and Conference Evaluation

“Be the
change
you
wish to
see
in the
world”
Mahatma
Gandhi

We hope you enjoy our stay at the Westin Alexandria! There is a free
shuttle that will take you to the metro and all around historic Old Town
Alexandria. Call 703-253-8600 to be picked up!
Movie Night!
Saturday, August 1 at 8pm
The Invisible War is a 2012 award winning documentary
film featuring interviews with veterans from multiple
branches of the US military who recount the events
surrounding their assaults. Their stories show many
common themes to clergy sex abuse, such as the lack of
recourse to an impartial justice system, reprisals against
survivors instead of against perpetrators, the absence of
adequate emotional and physical care for survivors, the
unhindered advancement of perpetrators' careers, and
the forced expulsion of survivors from service.
The film has been lauded by advocates, lawmakers, and
journalists for its influence on government policies to
reduce the prevalence of rape in the armed forces and
is the recipient of a Peabody Award and Emmy
Awards for Best Documentary Feature and Outstanding
Investigative Journalism. It was nominated for Best
Documentary Feature at the 85th Academy Awards.
2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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Take Care of Yourself
SNAP is foremost a self-help support group. One of the first things we encourage
everyone to do is take care of themselves. When you are strong and healthy you are
able to live a full life, help other survivors and work to protect the innocent and the
vulnerable. No one is better suited to care for your needs than yourself. Even though
it is not always easy to do, we have learned that it is empowering, healing and
consoling for you to take care of yourself. Please know that on this weekend many
others are struggling with this as well.









If at any time this weekend you need a break, take a break.
If at any time you see someone sitting alone, please reach out and introduce
yourself. If they prefer to be alone, please respect their privacy.
If you see someone in trouble, help them find the resources that they need. (We
have therapists attending the conference who are willing to help. Ask the folks at
the registration table for help.)
Know and respect your limits; pace yourself. No one can attend every session.
Check in with old friends and reach out to new ones.
For those who need exercise every day, please meet in the lobby of the hotel at
7:00 AM on both Saturday and Sunday morning for a walk.
If you are in recovery, consider attending the “Friends of Bill W” meetings on
Saturday at 7:45 AM in the Curie Room (for Agnostics and Freethinkers) and
5:30 PM in room Edison Room A.

Please know that SNAP leaders are grateful that you are attending this conference. If
you have any questions or concerns during the conference please reach out to a
SNAP leader (they have gold leader ribbons on their name tags.) This conference is
for you!
We hope you will leave the conference healthier than when you came. We hope you
leave with renewed self-strength and a sense of commitment to join in the effort
towards achieving accountability and justice. We hope you leave saying “I had a
good time” and “I want to help.” SNAP began with one survivor reaching out to other
survivors and grew by survivors and supporters like you doing just what you are
doing: attending a SNAP meeting and talking to others. Please know that you are
welcome as a survivor or supporter. Please know that if you want to get more
involved with SNAP leadership you are welcome. Please reach out and tell a SNAP
leader that you want to get more involved. She or he will help you do just that.

2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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Letters to the Editor
Tips to help you get published!

Abuse thrives in secrecy. Media coverage helps end that secrecy. It also emboldens other
victims and concerned family members to come forward. Therefore, one easy step survivors can
take to help one another is to write letters to the editor (for publication) of newspapers. Here are
some tips.
Be brief, be quick and leave your phone numbers. These are the three most important things to
remember when writing letters to the editor.
Be brief, because there's a lot of competition for a small amount of space.

Be quick in writing because the best letter in the world won't get run if the newspaper
gets it 3 or 4 weeks after the original article it refers to was printed.
Leave your number. Many papers won't print letters unless they can call the author to
verify that he or she wrote it. So sign the letter, and leave both your day and evening phone
number.
Other tips:
1) Use statistics sparingly. They can get confusing and overwhelming very quickly.
2) Mention an article already printed by the paper. This dramatically increases the
chances that your letter will be run.
3) Remember your audience. In most cases you're trying to sway the public, not your
adversary. Therefore, you should take pains to seem moderate and fair. This doesn't mean you
should be bland. But you should write with the average person in mind, and use phrases and
arguments that resonate with them. You don't want John Q. Public to be turned off by your
rhetoric and think, "Well, both sides are extremists."
4) A catchy first line is helpful. Instead of " I'm writing to respond to the Star Tribune
editorial of August 3rd," try "As a gun owner, the August 3rd editorial left me wondering if Star
Tribune
editorial writers live in the real world."
5) Don't mention criticism that has been leveled against you or your organization. Avoid
saying "I am not a crook, thief and a liar as reported in last week's Star Tribune." Better to say
"Star Tribune readers wonder who's telling the truth in the controversy over___."
6) Use short punchy sentences. This makes it easier for the reader to follow your thinking
and easier for the editor to cut your letter if necessary (and better to have an edited version of
your letter printed than none at all).
7) Many papers accept letters by fax and email as well as mail these days. It never hurts to send
your letter via both fax and email. Feel free to follow up with a phone call to make sure the
appropriate person got your letter.

SNAP into Action
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Join the SNAP
Action Team
today!
SNAP has assembled a team of committed participants in a historic
call to action. We act frequently and consistently, with the purpose of
exposing those who prey on children or conceal and protect predators.
Help us build a sustainable movement that acts at every
opportunity. That never remains quiet while someone suffers.
That stands together at every crossroad and works together to end the
long history of abuse in institutional settings. We estimate that tens of
thousands of instances of abuse have gone unreported, and yet
victims who come forward constantly face public scrutiny as powerful
institutions work to discredit them.
Don’t underestimate the amount of knowledge you have on this issue.
There are people out there in the dark who are not aware that
perpetrators are still being permitted to work in positions of power and
authority. Those people would be motivated to act if they knew what
you know.
You can change that. Take what you’ve learned and use it to
motivate others to act.
Let’s build a visible movement by showing our collective strength. One
comment on a news article might get someone thinking, but 100
comments on that same article will get someone moving. When we
stand alone we can raise awareness, but we when stand together we
will sound alarms.
How can you sign up? Visit SNAPnetwork.org or stop by the
registration desk and become a member today!
Signup is simple. SNAP Acts are a challenge.
The reward is immeasurable.

2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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Congratulations to the tireless efforts of SNAP,
Bishop Accountability, and the many Attorneys across the
country who have led this fight for over a quarter century

Greater Cincinnati Voice of the Faithful thanks SNAP for your
steadfast commitment to healing, truth and justice for survivors of
child sexual abuse around the world.
***************************************

Greater Cincinnati Voice of the Faithful
Visit us on the web: www.votfcincinnati.org
Phone: 513-231-5271

Be a Voice for Prevention, Awareness and Healing in your community.

SNAP into Action
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Deacon Couple
Paul & Barbara Telle

Thank You SNAP.

In memory of
Tom Mullen
“Paddy Doyle’s internal strength was such that he was able
to transmute this ordeal into strength and sweetness and
nobility. It is not just beautiful and inspiring, about human
resilience and the power of human love. The people who
very nearly destroyed him in body and mind, and who may
have done so to innumerable anonymous others entrusted to
their care, were not subject to scrutiny by our society. I hope
that everyone who seeks inspiration in the triumph of the
human spirit will buy it, and read it and think about it.” - Justin

Keating, Irish Labour Party politician, broadcaster, and journalist

Paddy Doyle was born in Wexford in 1951 and now lives in
Dublin. He is recognized as a leading disability activist in
Ireland and has been a member of the government-appointed
Commission of the Status of People with Disabilities. He has
also travelled extensively throughout Europe and the United
States, speaking at conferences about disability and child
sexual abuse. Shortly after it was first published, The God
Squad became a bestselling book in both Ireland and the
United Kingdom. It also won the Sunday Tribune Arts Award for
Literature. In 1993 Paddy Doyle was awarded a Person of the
Year Award for An Outstanding Contribution to Irish Society by
the Rehab Group.

Buy The God Squad on Amazon.

SNAP into Action
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A Vision of Wisdom, LLC
Robert W. Wilford, Manager
P.O. Box 177
Alachua, Florida 32616-0177
386.418.3702/rwilford1945@gmail.com
Motivational Speaker

Management Consultant

Author (2015): Wear a Collar, Rape a Child: Mother Church and the Conspiracy of Indifference
Speaking and consultant emphasis on domestic violence and clergy sexual abuse issues, substance abuse prevention and treatment
modalities, spirituality and theological pragmatics, perpetual strategic planning, effective communication techniques, and other
organizational behavior and development subject matter areas.

Professional Background. Current Alachua (Florida) City Commissioner, Retired Nonprofit Chief Executive Officer
(Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Programs and Community Action Anti-poverty and
Economic
Sustainability Programs), and Retired Religious Program Specialist Senior Chief (U.S. Navy)
Accredited Degrees: M.S. – Counseling & Human Development (Agency), M.S. - Human Resource Management, M.S.
– Public Administration, and B.A. - Political Science (Minor in Management)
Certifications Current: Certified Community Action Manager

Certified Prevention Professional

Certifications (Former): Certified DUI Evaluator/Supervisor, Certified DUI Evaluator, and Certified DUI Instructor
Embrace the past while looking resolutely to tomorrow.

2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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WINCHESTER AREA VOICE OF THE FAITHFUL
Winchester, Massachusetts

www.votfwinchester.org

We stand in solidarity with all survivors of clergy sexual abuse.
Best wishes to our friends at SNAP for a successful conference.

TO ALL SURVIVORS, THE BRAVEST PEOPLE I KNOW: YOU
ARE CHANGING HISTORY!

ATTORNEY THOMAS M. MCNAMARA
Representing victims of clergy sexual abuse for 25 years
Extensive experience against all three dioceses in Connecticut
McNamara & Goodman, LLP
142 Temple Street
New Haven, Connecticut 06510
203-782-9241
tmacesq@gmail.com
mcnamaraandgoodman.com
SNAP into Action
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Look for the golden ticket
inside the wrapper of
your SNAP candy bar!

Didn’t find the golden ticket but still want a SNAP hat?
They are only $15 at the vendor tables!

Our Father Maciel who art in
bed, A Naive and Sentimental
Dubliner in the Legion of
Christ

Wear your SNAP hat at
press event or out and
about to spark a
conversation with a new
survivor or potential
supporter!

by J. Paul Lennon
Available on Amazon, paperback and kindle
http://www.amazon.com/Our-Father-Maciel-who-art/
dp/1439214689

Stephen R. Hippe

Jan.20, 1970 - Jan. 25, 1991
They took a sweet, loving, gentle child and abused him physically, emotionally and spiritually to the point that he
no longer wanted to live in this world.
Steve had the courage to report his abuse, prosecute his abusers and put them in prison.
We love him enormously, miss him terribly and are very proud of him.
Victims of abuse by clergy truly are martyrs of the church.
I am sure that God has a very special place for them.
We love you eternally,
Mom
2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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LEVENSON & ASSOCIATES
125 BROAD STREET, S.W.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303
404-659-5000
www.levensonlaw.com

Our law firm, in business for more than 37 years, now with 3 lawyers and growing has represented
multiple Plaintiffs against predatory clergy members.
For example, Louis Levenson represented several women in the south DeKalb mega church (Chapel
Hill Harvester Church) sex abuse scandal involving the late Bishop Earl Paulk. We helped the victims
in Court find their voice and speak out about the history of abuse involving the Pastor and uncovered
how he used his position of power and the role of spiritual advisor to exploit women for sex.
Levenson & Associates also successfully helped an employee of an Atlanta mega church get repaid
funds for expenses in excess of $88,000.00 for which she was promised payment but never reimbursed
for.
If you feel that you may need help finding your voice or obtaining justice against anyone, anywhere in
the clergy, please do not hesitate to visit our website www.levensonlaw.com or give us a call at 404659-5000 to discuss your case.

SNAP into Action
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CITI MINISTRIES APPLAUDS
THE HEALING WORK OF SNAP
Rooted in the Roman
Catholic Tradition, CITI
Ministries is a lay
organization whose mission
is to carry out a ministry of
justice with compassion as it
provides ways to fill the
spiritual needs of the people
of God. We encourage and
affirm the availability of
married and resigned
Roman Catholic priests to
assist us in this mission.






Ministry to survivors includes:
 monthly tithing to SNAP
CITI Ministry member, John Shuster of Seattle serving on SNAP’s
Board of Directors
Bingo is available on
the availability of married priests for
amazon.com or via CITI's
spiritual assistance or small faith
website, www.rentapriest.com
communities
in the bookstore
CITI Board Members serving as
SNAP leaders
CITI MINISTRIES, INC.

P.O. Box 822 Bowie, MD 20718
301-464-5690 1-800-PRIEST 9 info@citiministries.org
www.citiministries.org
2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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Mitchell Garabedian
Attorney at Law
100 State Street, 6th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02109
www.garabedianlaw.com
(617) 523-6250
Fax: (617) 523-3687

IT IS AN HONOR TO REPRESENT
CLERGY SEXUAL ABUSE VICTIMS
AND SURVIVORS WORLDWIDE.

2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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Mental Health & Addictions
Adolescents & Adults
Individual/Couple/Family/Group

Edward M. Andrews, LPC, LMFT, NCC, MAC
Psychotherapist

Psychotherapy, Consulting, Training

Old Town, Alexandria, Virginia
www.edandrewstherapist.com

703-401-1424
Edmandlpc@aol.com

Sandra (Sandy) Charles was born in Michigan in
1952 and grew up in a Catholic family in a small
Midwestern town. She has worked as an
operating room nurse in four states. Now she
indexes medical textbooks and tutors ESL
students. Sandy’s greatest passion, other than all
things medical, is to bliss-out on nature while
growing flowers, vegetables, and trees. She’d
miss her grandma’s funeral for a good
thunderstorm. All of her adult life, Sandy has
lived in New Mexico with her husband John and
their two children. She’s still trying to teach
herself Spanish, but she grows some excellent green chile.

Thank you to our
SNAP Patrons
Gordon and Martha Kirk
Kelly and Lorena Kirk
Kevin and Lisa Kirk
Kristin and Roger Green
Karen and Keith Lueker

To Forgive the Foxes is Sandy’s effort toward depicting to an incredulous
public how abuse by clergy happens, and that it ensnares young girls as
well as boys. Complicit in the cover-up are not only bishops, but also
police chiefs, lawyers and mayors. These civil authorities will prosecute a
teacher or Boy Scout leader or coach (such as Jerry Sandusky) for the
same crime, but grant a hands-off policy that allows the church to move
their molesting priests from parish to parish.
Surprisingly, not even publishers, librarians, and book stores seem willing
to embrace this important subject for fear of offending customers. Yet
without understanding, there can be no progress toward saving our
children. Only by bringing the light of truth to this centuries-long, dark
secret, will there be due justice, prevention through accountability, and
sorely needed healing for victims.
To Forgive the Foxes is available from
Amazon.com, on Kindle e-reader, and Kindle
apps. Sandy can be reached at
forgivefoxes@gmail.com.

SNAP into Action
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Last fall, SNAP lost longtime supporter, friend, advocate and
brave survivor Rick Springer. He worked tirelessly for over
20 years and became well known in our community as a
funny, warm hearted and caring individual.
In his honor, SNAP set up the Rick Springer Conference
Scholarship Fund to help survivors attend the annual
conference, an event he looked forward to every year.

Thank you to those who donated in Rick’s memory.

2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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SNAP would like to thank

CCR attorneys have been our legal
representatives in going to the
International Criminal Court, the UN
Committee on the Rights of the Child and
the UN Committee Against Torture.

Thank you CCR for
supporting SNAP in our
efforts to protect others.
Our work together has helped
protect children across the globe
and played a part in insuring
survivors from every corner of the
earth know that they are not alone.

On behalf of
survivors
everywhere,
thank you for
your tireless
work and
support.
SNAP into Action
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ALBERTO ATHIE
I was a catholic priest for
20 years when I met and
tried to help a former
priest and victim of sex
crimes by the famous Fr.
Marcial Maciel, founder of
the Legion of Christ. Tens
of thousands followed
Maciel. We learned that
obtaining justice in the church is impossible,
that Vatican policies permit sex crimes and
the crimes occur across the globe. I left the
priesthood and now work to expose crimes
and cover-ups by church officials.

FACULTY
CAMERON ALTARAS
Cameron Altaras, PhD, was
born into a Canadian AmishMennonite community,
where church was the center
and evil people lurked
outside. After much therapy,
she realized what seemed
safe was not; she is a survivor
of childhood incest and adult
clergy sexual abuse. She is helping to launch an
Anabaptist-Mennonite Chapter of SNAP and cofacilitates SNAP Seattle. Cameron immigrated to
the USA with her two children when she married
the love of her life, Jeff Altaras.
JULIETA AÑAZCO
It was after 30 years that I
suddenly remembered the
abuses I suffered, as a child,
by Fr. Héctor R. Giménez. That
awakening drove me to
connect with several women's
groups. They helped me
organize public protests.
Since then I have met and
become inspired by other survivors in Argentina.
We are forming a support network with Latin
American leaders in Perú, México, Colombia, and
Chile to work together in accordance with the
guiding principles of SNAP.
JEFF ANDERSON
Jeff Anderson is a pioneer in
sexual abuse litigation and a
champion of survivors of child
sexual abuse. Over three
decades, Jeff represented
thousands of survivors and
their families. Known for his
optimism, energy and
compassion, Jeff was
instrumental in exposing the large scale coverup of pedophile priests in the early 1980's. He
focuses on the offenders and the institutions
that protect them. Jeff’s greatest reward is the
inspiration and strength gained from the
survivors.
2015 SNAP Annual Conference

MADELEINE BARAN
Madeleine Baran is an
investigative reporter at
Minnesota Public Radio.
In 2013, she exposed
how the Archdiocese of
St. Paul and Minneapolis
continued to cover-up
abuse of children by
priests despite decades
of assurances that the Catholic Church was
safe. Baran’s reporting received an Alfred I.
duPont-Columbia Award, considered the
broadcast equivalent of the Pulitzer Prize.
Baran received a master’s degree from New
York University and has also reported
extensively on mental illness and poverty.
ANNE BARRETT DOYLE
Anne is co-director of
BishopAccountability.org.
In 2002, before joining
BishopAccountability.org,
Anne co-founded
Coalition of Catholics and
Survivors, a group that
organized activism in the
Boston archdiocese.
Previously, she was an editor with the Public
Conversations Project, a group that facilitates
dialogue about divisive issues, and a vice
president of a Manhattan public relations
firm. She is a graduate of Harvard College.
We must take sides.
Neutrality helps the oppressor, never the victim.
Silence encourages the tormentor, never the tormented.
Elie Wiesel
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BARBARA BLAINE
Barbara Blaine, a clergy
abuse survivor, founded
SNAP in 1988 to protect the
vulnerable, heal the
wounded and expose the
wrongdoers. Blaine
volunteered in Jamaica for
three years, ran a shelter for
homeless families in Chicago and then
represented abused and neglected children in
juvenile court. In 2011 she lead SNAP to partner
with CCR, Center for Constitutional Rights, to
accuse Vatican officials of committing crimes
against humanity at the International Criminal
Court in The Hague.

Success always takes help.
Failure is always alone.
- Simon Sivek

ROSS CHEIT
Ross Cheit is Professor of
Political Science and Public
Policy at Brown University,
where he has been
teaching since 1986. His
most recent book, The
Witch-Hunt Narrative:
Politics, Psychology and the
Sexual Abuse of Children, was published last
year by Oxford University Press. Cheit
graduated from Williams College and received
a J.D. and Ph.D in Public Policy from the
University of California-Berkeley.

PETR BOB
Petr Bob, a psychologist and
neuroscientist, is associate
professor at the Center for
Neuropsychiatric Research of
Traumatic Stress, First Faculty
of Medicine of Charles
University in Prague, Czech
Republic. He authored "Brain
and Dissociated Mind" and "Brain, Mind and
Consciousness: Advances in Neuroscience
Research" and many peer reviewed articles. His
research includes dissociation and its
mechanisms in relation to traumatic stress. He
develops theoretical and empirical analysis of
dissociative phenomena using analysis of
electrophysiological signals.

ANNE CLARK
The sexual abuses and
extensive cover-up by
members of St John's
Abbey in Minnesota
compels Anne Clark to seek
legislation reform of
statutes of limitations. She
exposed the use of natural
rubber latex as a public health issue. As a
result, the FDA Food code was amended, and
OSHA published a Safety & Public health
bulletin. Her testimony before Congress
resulted in research dollars to study latex
allergy. Anne graduated from The College of St.
Benedict.

JOELLE CASTEIX
Joelle is an award-winning
author of the upcoming book
THE WELL-ARMORED CHILD: A
PARENTS’ GUIDE TO
PREVENTING ABUSE
(RiverGrove Books) and
successful writer and blogger.
She was a 2015 speaker at
TEDx Pasadena Women. Joelle is the SNAP
Western Regional Director and has been active
since 2003. She filed a successful sex abuse and
cover-up lawsuit against the Diocese of Orange
County, California. In June, Joelle was selected as
a 2015 Ambassador of Peace by the Violence
Prevention Coalition of Orange County.
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DAVID CLOHESSY
For the last 25 years, David
has served as director of
SNAP, traveling and
speaking extensively, and
helping to set up local
support groups in more
than 50 cities. Before
working fulltime with SNAP,
David was a community organizer in low
income neighborhoods, a union organizer
representing low wage workers, and a political
and public relations consultant. He is married,
has two sons and a brother who is a predator
priest.
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JUAN CARLOS CRUZ
Juan Carlos told his story of
abuse in the New York Times.
His perpetrator, Chilean Fr.
Fernando Karadima, was
extremely popular and
powerful. This act forever
changed the culture of coverup and abuse in Chile. His
book, “El Fin de la Inocencia”, is a best seller and a
movie. Now dozens of victims have come
forward. Cruz received the Ellis Island Medal of
Honor in May 2015, the first survivor to receive
this honor.

(Joye E. Frost continued)
fostered a partnership between OVC and the
Department of Defense to strengthen support to
military victims of sexual assault. Her career
spans almost 40 years in the victim assistance,
healthcare, and disability advocacy fields.

DAVID GROSSO
David Grosso is a City Council
member of Washington, DC
and chairs the Committee on
Education. David’s one main
goal always at the forefront of
his mind is to make DC a
better city. Central to that
TOM DOYLE
goal is education but he is
Tom Doyle, a Dominican priest committed to addressing inequities within the
since 1970, spent 19 years as criminal justice system, improving health
a chaplain in the U.S. Air Force outcomes throughout the city, promoting
as a parish priest, church
transparency and open government,
administrator and teacher. He strengthening the creative economy, and further
holds a doctorate in Canon
engaging residents in the political process.
Law and Master’s degrees in
Philosophy, Theology, Canon
Law and Political Science. Since 1984 Tom has
MIGUEL HURTADO
worked on exposing clergy sexual abuse in the
As a teen in Barcelona,
U.S., Europe and Canada and helped grand juries
Miguel immediately told
in the U.S. and investigatory commissions in
about his abuse by a priest
Australia, Ireland and Canada.
to church officials, expecting
they would report it to
TOM FOX
secular authorities. When
Tom Fox is National Catholic
they didn’t he learned they
Reporter Publisher and
were more concerned with
former Editor. After five years preserving their reputation than protecting
in Vietnam, Fox became editor children. He was a SNAP spokesperson during
of the Washington Star until
the historic hearings at the UN in Geneva and
joining NCR, which first
in Rome during the canonization of John Paul II.
published a major exposé on He is currently a physician training as a Child
clergy abuse in 1985. NCR was Psychiatrist.
alone in covering the scandal for the next
decade. Other Catholic publications wouldn’t
PETER ISELY
touch it and the secular press was unwilling to
Peter Isely is a survivor,
confront the Catholic Church. Fox recently shared
longtime Midwest Director of
that he was abused by a priest as a child.
SNAP and former Board
Chair. A graduate of Harvard
Divinity School, Peter is a
JOYE E. FROST
psychotherapist and
President Obama appointed
established the only inpatient
Joye E. Frost Director of the
hospital program for victims
Office for Victims of Crime
of clergy sexual trauma. He received the 2014
(OVC) in 2013. She launched,
“Vision 21: Transforming Victim Rev. Peter J. Gomes Distinguished Alumni
Services” to expand the impact Honors of Harvard University, the 2012 Public
Service Award of the National Association of
of victim assistance and
championed the integration of Social Workers, and the 2010 Thomas P Canon
Equal Justice Award of the Legal Aid Society.
innovation with research. She
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SNAP is foremost a self-help group. One of
the things we encourage everyone to do is
take care of yourselves. If at any time this
weekend you need a break, take a break.
Know and respect your limits; pace yourself.
No one can attend every session.
LISA KENDZIOR
Lisa Kendzior is the long time
Dallas/Fort Worth SNAP Leader.
As a midshipman at the U.S.
Naval Academy Lisa’s daughter
was sexually assaulted by
another cadet. Many believe
that those in the military are
much safer from sexual
assaults. But once the military
sexual assaults began to come to light, the
statistics showed that 20% of all active duty
female servicewomen are sexually assaulted. Lisa
has worked tirelessly to expose the corruption
within the system.

JULIET L. KING
Currently Juliet L. King, MA,
ATR-BC, LPC is Assistant
Professor and Director of
the inaugural Graduate Art
Therapy program at Herron
School of Art and Design in
Indianapolis, IN. Professor
King is also an Adjunct
Assistant Professor in the Department of
Neurology for the Indiana University School of
Medicine. She has spent the last sixteen years
as a clinician, administrator and professor of
art therapy education at both undergraduate
and graduate levels.

AISLING KERNS
Aisling Kerns is a graduate
student in the art therapy
program at the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago and
spent the past year working
with children at the Ann &
Robert H. Lurie Children's
Hospital of Chicago. Aisling
spent many years in Southeast Asia working with
refugees fleeing the conflict in Burma (Myanmar).
Aisling is passionate about working with those
who have experienced trauma and using creative
expression to improve quality of life.

DOTTIE KLAMMER
Dottie Klammer, a SNAP leader
in Richmond, VA, was a critical
care nurse for 38 years and
currently does healing touch.
She was a cradle, devout
Catholic until midlife when she
joined the Unity Church where
she is now a prayer chaplain.
From personal experience, Dottie knows how
much courage it takes to walk in the door to
your first SNAP meeting. She is a survivor of a
nun's sexual abuse at the age of 7.

CHRISTOPHER KERNS
Christopher Kerns is a
practicing attorney with the
Chicago law firm of Kerns, Frost
& Pearlman. Mr. Kerns practice
concentrates on the area of
commercial litigation and he
works primarily in the
insurance industry. Mr. Kerns
works with numerous not-forprofit entities, most recently serving as the
Chairman of The Wetlands Initiative in Chicago.
Mr. Kerns is completing his Phd. in Psychology, at
the First Faculty of Medicine, at The Charles
University in Prague, Czech Republic.
SNAP into Action
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LUKASZ M. KONOPKA
Professor Lukasz M. Konopka
is Executive Director of the
Chicago Brain Institute, a
scientist, clinician, and
member of national and
international scientific
organizations focusing on the
biological basis of behavior.
In addition, he is very interested in linking
science and art. A portion of his clinical and
scientific work focuses on early childhood
trauma and abuse and the effects on brain
function, emotion, cognition, and behavior. He
uses a bio-psycho-social-spiritual model in his
research and practice.
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(Daniel Lanctot continued)
sexual abuse. The film educates Cambodians on
how to better protect boys and provide services
for male survivors. He now works in a mental
health clinic, residential treatment facilities, and
at an LGBTQ affirmative private practice and has
a Master's Degree in Art Therapy.

RUTH KRALL
Before retirement Ruth Krall
was a registered nurse with a
specialty in psychiatriccommunity mental health
nursing. Later, she became a
pastoral theologian
specializing in sexual violence
studies. During the 1980’s
she worked on a rape crisis line in Los Angeles
County where she also co-facilitated group
therapy for recently raped women. A college
professor, she taught sexual violence studies
content to successive generations of
undergraduate students. Since retirement, Krall
continues to write about sexualized violence.
MARY ELLEN KRUGER
Mary Ellen worked in the
Insurance industry for 33 years,
retired in 2009 and has four
children, seven grand-children
and one great-grandchild. Her
youngest son, Stephen Hippe,
was abused by a priest and a
teacher in 1985-86 at a
Catholic High School and both were prosecuted
and imprisoned. Stephen took his own life in 1991
at the age of 21. Mary Ellen does research on
treatment centers where accused clergy are
housed and treated.

JUDY LORENZ
Judy Lorenz attended The
University of Maryland. She
has four children and two
beautiful granddaughters.
Judy has been a teacher and
a Program Assistant for the
Bowie Senior Center. In
2011 Judy became president
of CITI Ministries, Inc. a lay organization calling
married priests back into ministry. In 2002 Judy,
with her husband Dave (a survivor of clergy
abuse), became active in SNAP in the aftermath
of the Boston clergy sex abuse scandal.

JOSEPH E. MCGETTIGAN
Joseph E. McGettigan III is a
member of McAndrews Law
Offices (MLO) in PA. Before
joining MLO, McGettigan
was a career trial
prosecutor who also served
in leadership positions as
First Assistant District
Attorney in Philadelphia and
TERESA FIDELIS LANCASTER
Delaware
County,
as
a Chief Deputy Attorney
Teresa Fidelis Lancaster, Esq,
General,
and
as
a
federal
prosecutor.
operates a solo law firm which
McGettigan
was
the
trial
prosecutor
of over
handles general litigation cases.
She has a degree in Social Work. 100 jury trials, mostly involving charges of
murder, rape, and child abuse. McGettigan has
She worked at the Baltimore
lectured at universities and law schools, and
Public Defender's Office in the
has provide training to prosecutors locally, and
Juvenile Division where she
across the United States as well as in Mexico.
advocated for juvenile
offenders. She completed a Social Work Internship He also frequently gives presentations on child
abuse issues to organizations and advocacy
at the Multiple Sclerosis Society where she
groups.
connected clients with programs, services,
resources and connection opportunities. Teresa is
TERENCE MCKIERNAN
the mother of six and the proud grandmother of
Terence McKiernan founded
eleven.
BishopAccountability.org in
DANIEL LANCTOT
2003 and is the
Lanctot’s career is with
organization’s president.
Terry holds Master’s
marginalized populations
Degrees in Classics from the
carrying out artistic endeavors.
University of Wisconsin–
He was a documentary
Madison and the University
filmmaker in Cambodia
focusing on human right issues of Bristol in England. Before his involvement in
the church crisis, he was an academic editor
and directed an educational
and a consulting firm manager.
film about male victims of
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MANUEL MUNRO
Manuel lived with the priests,
who abused him, at his Catholic
high school in Venezuela. They
forced him into silence by
threatening to withhold support
for his mother and sister if he
told. Overcoming numerous
barriers Manuel fled to the
United States, received therapy and earned
bachelors and masters degrees. Manuel eventually
reported his perpetrators in Venezuela and now
lives in New York. He is a social worker and
therapist for survivors.

DAVID O’REGAN
Dave is a survivor of childhood
clergy sexual abuse who found
SNAP after being triggered by
the “Boston Clergy Sex
Scandal” in 2002 to the
memory of his own abuse 41
years earlier. Finding and
attending SNAP support
meetings helped Dave heal and get back on his
feet. Dave is grateful to SNAP leaders who were
there for him in his hour of need. Now he is a
SNAP leader in two cities, Worcester and Boston.
PAMELA PINE, PHD, MPH
Pamela Pine, PhD, MPH, is the
founder of Stop the Silence:
Stop Child Sexual Abuse, Inc.,
which was incorporated as a
non-profit in 2004 to expose
and stop child sexual abuse
and help survivors heal
worldwide. The organization
provides creative, evidence-based programming
on campuses and in communities to prevent and
mitigate CSA. Dr. Pine has overseen a wide range
of international health programming focused on
needs of the underserved for over 20 years.

MELANIE SAKODA
Melanie Jula Sakoda and
friends began a website
(Pokrov.org) to reach out to
survivors of abuse in the
Orthodox Christian
churches in 1999. They
had spoken up about the
way a local abuse case was
mishandled by church officials, leaving their
lives forever changed by backlash. SNAP was
always a valuable resource in their work, and
in 2008 Pokrov.org affiliated with the larger
group. Melanie is a SNAP leader for the San
Francisco Bay area.
PETER SAUNDERS
Pete is one of two survivors
on Pope Francis’
Commission on sexual
abuse and advocates for
survivors. He was abused
by a family member and
three teachers, including
two priests. A failed
marriage and the death of
his father prompted him to address his past.
Finding no resources for survivors in England
he founded The National Association for
People Abused in Childhood, (NAPAC). He
recently stepped down as CEO of NAPAC but
still acts as a spokesperson.

“Only in the darkness can
you see the stars.”
Martin Luther King, Jr
SNAP into Action

WALTER V. ROBINSON
Walter V. Robinson is the
Boston Globe's Editor at
Large, and has worked at the
Globe for 43 years. He
covered city, state and
national politics, four
presidential elections and
two presidencies. He was the
Middle East correspondent during the First Gulf
War. He was city editor and metro editor. He
headed the Globe Spotlight Team for seven
years, and led the newspaper's investigation of
the Boston Archdiocese's coverup of sexual
abuse by nearly 200 priests.
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WILLIAM WOOLF
Detective Woolf is assigned
to the Northern Virginia
Human Trafficking Task
Force investigating all facets
of human trafficking, and
disseminating information
throughout the DC
Metropolitan area in an
effort to make the war against human
trafficking more effective. Detective Woolf
regularly provides training to various
professionals, but both nationally and
internationally. Detective Woolf has been
recognized as a national expert in the area of
sex trafficking with a particular focus on the
victimization of those exploited.

PHIL SAVIANO
Phil Saviano is an "elder
statesman" of the abuse
victims' movement. In 1992
he revealed his abuse on the
front page of the Boston
Globe. In 1997 he settled his
lawsuit with no gag order and
launched SNAP in New
England. Phil created the first SNAP website,
served on the SNAP board and helped the
Boston Globe’s investigative team, which
exposed hundreds of cases and sparked
revelations nationwide. Phil will be recognized in
the Hollywood feature film, Spotlight.

AMY SMITH
Amy is a SNAP Dallas-Fort
DEBBIE YOHN
Worth co-leader and media
Debbie Yohn is a Registered
contact. She strives to expose
Nurse with a MA in Biblical
sexual and spiritual abuse in
Counseling. Most of her
Baptist churches as well as in
nursing career was done at
other churches and institutions
The R Adams Cowley Shock
where the vulnerable are
Trauma Center in Baltimore,
harmed, shamed, shunned and
Maryland. She is also the cosilenced. Amy has degrees in psychology and
founder of Positive
nursing from Baylor University. She is married,
Alternatives to Dangerous and Destructive
has 4 daughters and writes on her blog
Decisions (PADDD), Alternative Sentencing
Watchkeep.
program. Ms. Yohn resides in Maryland with
her husband, two sons, daughter and two
grandsons. Her family is involved in their
JEAN WEHNER
church community and volunteer for various
Jean Wehner, a clergy abuse
organizations.
survivor and owner of Light
the Path, a Holistic Health
Practice in Ellicott City, MD,
dedicates her practice to
others, like herself, who need
the light to find their way.
She has been on a long walk
from surviving to thriving, which continues
today. Jean is committed to bringing her
perpetrators to justice, integrating her own
repressed memories into today and telling the
secret, so that others may heal.

Remember, you have within you the
strength, the patience and the passion to
reach for the stars and change the world.
- Harriet Tubman
2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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Schedule
Friday, July 31
4:30pm-7:30pm— Check in at Registration Desk
7:00-7:20— David Clohessy
Our Second Quarter Century-Where Do We Go From Here? — SNAP Executive Director David
Clohessy will look at what enabled SNAP to become “the world’s oldest and largest support and
advocacy group for clergy sex abuse victims,” focusing on strategies and tactics that worked and
didn’t work, and what this suggests for our collective future as we expand and continue to “protect
the vulnerable, heal the wounded, expose the truth and deter both child sex crimes and cover ups.”
7:20-7:50— Ross Cheit
The Unacknowledged History of Child Sexual Abuse in America — This presentation will describe
some of the findings from Ross Cheit's recent book, The Witch-Hunt Narrative: Politics, Psychology,
and the Sexual Abuse of Children about highly-contested child sexual abuse cases from the 1980s and
early 1990s. Cheit found considerable evidence that contradicts the widespread claims about
“hysteria” during this era. Those findings will be connected to contemporary developments in the
Catholic Church and at Penn State. The presentation will conclude with some observations about
silence and the power of speaking up.
7:50-8:10— Miguel Hurtado
21st Century Activism Confronts Medieval Child Endangerment Practices— Being a survivor has
traditionally been a very isolating experience of being silenced by shame and guilt, afraid to tell the
secret. Fortunately new communication technologies have forever changed the rules of the game. It
has never been easier to connect with fellow survivors and use new powerful tools to create lasting
social change. Miguel will explain how after the biggest clergy pedophile ring in Spain’s history was
exposed as he created an online petition that collected 175,000 signatures and delivered it to
Granada’s archbishop demanding strong measures against child sex abuse.
8:10-8:30— Julieta Añazco
Pope Involved? The State of Sexual Abuse Cases in Argentina— The situation of church sexual
abuse victims is difficult in every nation but worse for those in Argentina. The rules of canon law
are respected in the civil court systems. This is permitted because the government of Argentina
entered into a treaty with Vatican officials, called the Concordat of 1966. Approximately 30
countries have adopted similar treaties, which require canon law, rather than civil law, to dictate
under certain situations. Victims harmed by church officials are not protected by civil laws. Julieta
will explain this and the involvement of Francis in Argentina before he became Pope.
8:30-8:50— Alberto Athie
Child Abuse, A World Cause— Because of reports to the UN Committee on the Rights of the
Child on the pattern of sexual abuse of children by clerics and the cover-up by church officials
we discovered our ability to influence international bodies and to expose the structural causes
of these organized crimes by the Holy See. We need to unite and organize to catalog all abuse
cases worldwide. This must include the bishops and cardinals who have protected predators
putting in place mechanisms to ensure this pattern does not continue by involving local and
international authorities.
SNAP into Action
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8:50-8:55— Manuel Munro
Abused in Venezuela: Overcoming Shame— Surviving sexual violence as a child is difficult for
anyone, but Manuel had additional hardships to endure coming from a broken home in Venezuela.
He not only survived, but found inner strength to confront the evil and learned to thrive. He will
explain how he endured and how others can, too. Truth and love are stronger than all evil. Manuel
inspires all he meets. Together we are creating a safer world by uniting and empowering each
other.

Schedule

8:55-9:25— Tom Doyle
Different Ways to Make a Difference— There are many ways to confront the clergy abuse problem.
Some spend much of their time buried in files and books, either helping attorneys or doing deep
research into the many dimensions of the complex reality of sexual violation by clergy. In this
session I will discuss how consultation with attorneys and investigating bodies supports the overall
mission of justice and care for victims. I will also discuss how research helps in confronting the
problem now with a view to eradicating it in the future. Finally I will share some of what I learned
from many hours in the courtroom.
9:25-9:30— Housekeeping Announcements
9:30-10:30— Ice Cream Social Hosted by NSAC (Edison Room ABC)

Saturday, August 1
7:00am— Morning Walk, Leisurely to Brisk Pace (Meet in lobby by main entrance)
7:45— Agnostic & Freethinkers Friends of Bill W (Curie Room)
9:00-10:00— Chris Kerns, Juliet King, Lukasz Konopka, Petr Bob and Peter Isely
The Brain, Stress and Trauma—Healing Arts— The hour long presentation will introduce the
audience to brain science and demonstrate how the human brain is injured by traumatic events
and how the brain is effected over the long term by untreated traumatic stress. Various healing
therapies will be described and linked to their positive effect on the brain. This section will focus on
both neuroscience and art therapy. Finally, a discussion about the need for a detailed scientific
survey to help explain the causes of delay in reporting and treatment of victims of child sex abuse
by clergy.
10:00-10:30— Joye E. Frost
Office of Victims of Crime (OVC) Resources: Helping to Heal the Wounds of Abuse— Child sexual
abuse is devastating for victims and their families, particularly at the hands of someone known and
trusted. Advances in the response to child sexual abuse and long-term support of children and
their caregivers stems from believing the victim, conducting a forensic interview, and ensuring the
victim and family receive ongoing trauma-informed care. OVC resources play a critical role in
furthering the response to and care of victims from the point of disclosure throughout the healing
process.
10:30-10:45— Break

Detailed descriptions, facilitators and
room assignments for Breakout Session
One can be found on page 36.

10:45-11:45— Breakout Session One
11:45-1:15pm— Lunch
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1:15-1:35— Juan Carlos Cruz
Keeping Bishops Accountable in Latin America— The Chilean Catholic church is an example of
everything bishops and the Vatican do wrong all over the world. The latest appointment of Juan
Barros as bishop of Osorno has made world headlines as the Pope knowingly appointed a man
who had witnessed and covered up our abuse. Today, after a national survey, more than 80
percent of Chileans believe little or nothing of what the Catholic hierarchy has to say. Three bishops
have been forced to resign by the people of Chile and dozens of priests are being brought to
justice.
1:35-2:05— Madeleine Baran
Debunking a Myth: A Reporter’s Look Inside the Abuse Scandal— Reporter Madeleine Baran will
talk about her groundbreaking investigation of clergy sex abuse in the Archdiocese of St. Paul and
Minneapolis. Baran’s reporting for Minnesota Public Radio debunked the myth that the church had
changed and also showed that key national Catholic figures had misled the public during the
Boston scandal. Baran will share her experiences from inside the story and talk about the
importance of challenging official narratives and holding the Catholic church and other powerful
institutions accountable.
2:05-2:35— Tom Fox
NCR Facing the Abuse Crisis Alone— Tom Fox had become a polarizing figure; some Catholics, in
print and elsewhere, called him ‘the son of Satan.’ National Catholic Reporter critics were convinced
NCR had set out to ‘tear down the church.’ It was a frequent cry then. Fox was editor in June 1985
when they published the first expose of priest sex abuse and in the editorial urged bishops to face
the scandal. No other publication, Catholic or secular, would touch the issue. Fox will discuss how
difficult those days were for him as journalist and a survivor, a fact he kept hidden until earlier this
month.
2:35-2:55— Barbara Blaine
SNAP into Action! You Make a Difference!—The Department of Justice estimates only one in ten sex
crimes are reported and yet victims who come forward constantly face public scrutiny as powerful
individuals and institutions work to discredit them. So many people are not aware that predators
are still in positions of power and authority, and might become motivated to act if they knew what
you know. We have the ability to motivate others to act. Let’s take action together. Our influence is
being felt but this is just the beginning.
2:55-3:15— Jeff Anderson
Looking Back. Moving Forward. Our Intention is Love. The Instrument is Justice.— Jeff will highlight a
shared vision for moving forward in the survivor movement. Things have never been better, but so
much needs to be done. We must act collectively with vigor to expose truth, even the deeply
hidden and horrific, in order to ensure a safe future for vulnerable children and adults. Everyone
can play a significant role and take credit for the successes.

3:15-3:45— Joseph McGettigan
The Serial Pedophile in an Institutional Setting – Sandusky at Penn State— This presentation will
discuss the serial predation by Jerry Sandusky while he was a coach and thereafter. It will discuss
how Sandusky presented himself, and how he maneuvered his various roles in a way that gave him
continual access to his victim pool.
3:45-4:15— Anne Barrett Doyle and Terry McKiernan
Papal Report Card and Philly Preview— Pope Francis has vowed to address clergy sex abuse and
hold bishops accountable. How’s he doing? Anne and Terry will give their annual year-in-review and
will assess the pope's performance. They'll shine new light on the Vatican’s global abuse plan,
showing how it guts ‘zero tolerance’ and other 2002 Dallas reforms. They will also scrutinize
Philadelphia and its upcoming World Meeting of Families, and the Synod on the Family in Rome.
SNAP into Action
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4:15-4:30— Break

4:30-5:30— Breakout Session Two

Detailed descriptions, facilitators and
room assignments for Breakout
Session Two can be found on page 37.

5:30-8:00 Dinner
6:00— Friends of Bill W (Edison A)

8:00pm— Movie: The Invisible W ar and discussion facilitated by Lisa Kendzior

Sunday, August 2
7:00am— Morning walk, Leisurely to Brisk Pace (Meet in lobby by main entrance)
9:00-9:20— Pete Saunders
Can the Institutional Church Change?— I wouldn't have joined the Pope's Commission if I didn't
believe change is possible. The church is a body of people and I've had enough messages from all
over the world imploring me to 'stick with it' including some people who may surprise you. Francis
may not be acting as quickly as we expect or demand but he heads up an institution that suffers
not just isolated incidents of abuse. Tragically for millions of children and vulnerable adults part of
its very culture enables the crimes. Can we change the culture? Time will tell. It certainly won't
happen overnight.
9:20-10:00— Ruth Krall, Cameron Altaras, Melanie Sakoda and Amy Smith
Abuse In Other Denominations/Institutions— When SNAP was founded we believed that there
were a few ”bad apples” in the Catholic priesthood. Fast forward 27 years and we have learned
there are predators in almost every denomination and in many institutions. Like the catholic
church, many denominations/institutions have placed their reputation above the safety of the
vulnerable. SNAP welcomes anyone who has been sexually violated and we are stronger because
we have joined together. We will hear from four women who have done outreach in other
denominations and situations.
10:00-10:30— David Grosso
Protecting Our Children's Innocence: Exploring the Childhood Protection Against Sexual Abuse
Amendment Act of 2015— This presentation will cover the Childhood Protection Against Sexual
Abuse Amendment Act of 2015, which Councilmember Grosso sponsored in the City Council, a
history of the bill, genesis for reintroduction, what the bill does, where the bill currently stands in
the legislative process, how everyone can support the bill, etc.
10:30-10:50— SNAP “I Made a Difference” Awards
Presented to: Theresa Fidelis Lancaster, Jean Wehner and Debbie Yohn
10:50-11:45— SNAP “Pioneer” Awards
Presented to: Phil Saviano and Walter Robinson for The Boston Globe Spotlight Team
11:45–12:00pm— Send Off and Conference Evaluation
Noon— Conference Ends
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Breakout
Breakout One
Session
Session 1
Family Support— Mary Ellen Kruger and Judy Lorenz (Curie Room)
Sexual abuse of one family member invariably affects all members of the family. In this session, you
can share your stories and feelings about how the abuse of a loved one has affected you, your
family, or those around you. This session will tackle the question of “how can we heal from
secondary abuse?” and “how do we help a loved one heal?” and will rely on the experiences of those
in the group to help provide answers.

Abuse of Vulnerable Adults— Cameron Altaras (Edison C)
Those abused as adults endure the same kind of horrific consequences as children, but are often
overlooked or marginalized. This workshop focuses on the needs of this special group. It will include
discussions focusing on the unique point of view of the adult survivor, and will provide opportunities
to ask questions and receive support.
Legal Issues— Jeff Anderson (W right Room)
Many survivors struggle with the decision of whether suing the church is helpful or harmful. This
workshop will explore the pros and cons of the issue. The legal system is often frightening and
confusing for survivors, and this is a chance to ask questions. We will discuss how to assess the facts
to determine if filing is appropriate. We will also discuss alternatives if you are not able to file.
Art Therapy: Connecting Mind and Body— Aisling Kerns (Bannerker Room)
An individual art therapy experience; we will focus on the awareness of the mind and the body. We
will take time to consider and discuss the connection between the mind and the body. We make art
to represent these connections.
Child Sexual Abuse and Our Communities— Pamela Pine, PhD, MPH (Bell Room)
Stop the Silence: Stop Child Sexual Abuse, Inc. (Stop the Silence) has been working to prevent and
mitigate child sexual abuse (CSA) since 2000. In 2008, we launched an Art as Advocacy program
using theater, film and other art to increase awareness, understanding and action. This program has
branched into formal university programs and clubs. This presentation will focus on increasing
awareness, education and action on CSA including: what CSA is and does to children, adults and
society; signs of grooming; prevention and mitigation activities regarding CSA as well as related
sexual violence on campuses and in the community.

Blogging and Social Media— Joelle Casteix (Edison A)
Social media and blogging platforms are wonderful ways to spread the word about victims’ rights,
SNAP news, and other issues surrounding child sexual abuse. But how do you get set up? How do
you start the conversation? And once the conversation begins, how do you keep things healthy and
civil? Joelle Casteix will lead attendees through a “crash course” on blogging and social media basics.
They will leave with tools that can help create healthy conversations that can help change opinion in
the most important court of all: the court of public opinion.
Sex Trafficking: An Emerging Threat in the United States— William Woolf (Edison B)
This session will focus on shedding light on the reality that adults and children are being exploited
through methods of force, fraud and coercion in the commercial sex industry. Attendees will be
presented with an overview of the issue and the effective approach of Education, Prevention, and
Intervention as a tool to combat sex trafficking.
SNAP into Action
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Breakout
Breakout One
Session
Two
Session 2
Group Art Experience— Daniel Lanctot (Bannerker Room)
Responding to the SNAP Conference through a group art experience. This workshop will involve
participants working as a group in an art therapy session. Participants will create art relating to
their experiences at the SNAP Conference. The final product created will be shared with all
participants at the conference. No special talent or prior experience are necessary. Everyone is
welcome.
How To Lobby Your Elected Officials and Why it is Important— Anne Clark (Bell Room)
Advocate, Anne Clark, will focus on giving you the tools to successfully lobby your senators and
representatives. Learn techniques that professionals use to communicate your message. Learn to
develop your elevator speech. If you feel a need to help protect children and prevent child sexual
abuse, come join us and learn how you can make a difference. You will have the opportunity to
send a letter with a personal note to your senators asking them to support statute of limitations
reform.
Grand Jury Investigation and Pedophiles— Joseph McGettigan (Edison A)
This breakout session will be a forum for a discussion of the use of the grand jury for investigating
pedophiles, with a context of the grand jury work done in Sandusky and in the investigation of the
Archdiocese of Philadelphia.
Men's Support Group— Dave O'Regan (Edison C)
This session focuses on the special needs of male survivors and includes a confidential,
participatory support group meeting for men. This is a chance to meet with other survivors in a
safe setting and learn from others’ experiences. Men are often forced to keep sexual attacks a
secret for fear of being labeled weak. This session will help explore ways for men to dispel this
myth. While every participant will have the opportunity to speak, no one will be required to do so.
Women's Support Group— Dottie Klammer (Curie Room)
Meet with others who have “walked a mile in your shoes” and get some of the affirmation you
deserve! Focusing on the unique needs of female survivors this session explores ways to educate
about and cope with rape and sexual violence, reduce guilt and shame even if society “blames” the
victim and discuss whether to report these crimes, especially years later. The session will include a
self-help support meeting where everyone will be able to share, but no one is required to do so.
For those who do not speak please know that listening is recognized and appreciated as a gift.
Real Accountability in the Age Of Francis — Bishop Accountability (Edison DEFG)
Join the people at BishopAccountability.org for a freewheeling discussion about holding church
leaders accountable during a time of papal visits, commissions, and synods. What does the pope
mean by accountability? What does true accountability look like? We will give a brief, efficient
presentation and then open the floor.

A map of the hotel layout can be found on page 4
2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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We must take sides. Neutrality
helps the oppressor, never the
victim. Silence encourages the
tormentor, never the tormented.
- Elie Wiesel
Love,
Bruce Teague
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Megan Peterson was
raised in rural Minnesota
and there was repeatedly
abused by a Catholic priest.
Megan reported her abuser
while still a student and her
abuser is finally being
brought to justice.

Megan Peterson is a courageous hero and survivor
who went to the ends of the earth to see her
perpetrator brought to justice. Megan went to
Geneva, Switzerland to report to the United Nations
the crimes she endured by a fugitive priest. She
shared her story with the world and succeeded in
extraditing her perpetrator from India back to the US
where he could be convicted for his crimes.

Thank you Megan for
your courage! Your
empowerment to not
only survive but thrive
is uplifting. Your
bravery, strength and
hope are an inspiration
and children are safer
because of you.
2015 SNAP Annual Conference
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the farmhouse store
Bill Curtis, Owner
bill@thefarmhousestore.com
Tel: 908-654-0444

221 East Broad Street
Westfield, NJ 07090
Fax: 908-654-0442

www.thefarmhousestore.com

Roman Catholic Womenpriests
fg

House and Parish Communities
Weddings and Baptisms
Chaplaincy
Sacramental Ministry with the Sick and
Elderly Funerals and Celebrations of Life
Serving the Homeless
Spiritual Direction and Retreats
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As a result of the generosity of the following people (and many others who wished
to remain anonymous), survivors and supporters who could not otherwise afford to
attend were able to able to join in a weekend of education and healing. Our
network is stronger because of these gifts and we are so grateful.

Mary Burton

Chuck & Judy Miller

Mary Dispenza

Paul & Dorothy Mulligan

David Hahesy

National Survivor Advocates
Coalition (NSAC)

Jack Harney

Dave O’Regan

Carl & Roxanne Hemmelgarn

James Owens

Cincinnatti VOTF Fr Mark
Schmieder Scholarship Fund

Brenda Pavlik

Loretta Kilby

Jeanette Schultz

Russ & Lisa Kendzior

John & Sally Shuster

Ruth Krall

Chuck Sords

Joe & Carol Kuhnert

Maureen Turlish

Tim Lennon

Robert & Diane Wilford

Dave & Judy Lorenz

Lena Woltering

Tom & Mary Jean McCarty

Jack and Barbara Wright
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SNAP, you continue to lead the
way in standing up for the
abused and marginalized.

We support your efforts and
laud your perseverance.

In Memory
Kay Goodnow and Rick Springer

“Resolve not to be overcome by evil,
but to combat evil with good.”
Pope Francis

SNAP into Action

You worked tirelessly to protect children
and made a difference
Don't cry because it's over. Smile
because it happened~ Dr. Suess
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You Can Make A
Difference!
People often ask SNAP leaders "What specifically can I do to help?" Here are some quick and easy
ways you can prevent future abuse, and help already wounded survivors to heal.
Always ask yourself "Does this make it easier for victims to find help and come forward?" because that's the
fundamental question. Kids are safe, abusers are exposed and parents are warned ONLY when victims are
able to report their crimes. If victims and witnesses stay silent, nothing changes.
1) Learn about "safe touch." Make sure your kids know about it. Encourage your school, athletic league,
YWCA, and other youth groups to offer such prevention programs.
2) Report suspected abuse to civil authorities, no matter how vague it might seem or how long ago it might
have happened.
3) Support legislative reform efforts that make it easier for victims to report crimes and pursue their abusers in
court. Especially important are extending/eliminating the civil and criminal statutes of limitations.
4) Join one or more of the independent lay reform groups that are working tirelessly to make churches a
healthier place and force accountability from church officials.
5) Every chance you get, write and submit letters to the editor on this subject. Studies show letters are one of
the most widely read parts of any newspaper. And as long as the issue is discussed in public, everyone
learns and everyone benefits. (See tips on our website: ( www.SNAPnetwork.org)
6) Post comments on news articles and blogs about child sexual abuse in institutional settings. Posting comments is an excellent way to reach a wide audience. You don’t have to be an expert, just write what you feel.
Consider joining the SNAP Action Team so you have receive suggestions on when, where and what to post.
7) Follow us on Twitter and like us on Facebook. You can retweet us or tag us in a post and our message will
reach many more survivors and supporters. @SNAPnetwork
8) Find/create chances for survivors to speak publicly. When people hear about our experiences, they become more concerned. When we have a chance to be heard, we heal. Whether it's religious, secular or institutional, large or small, urge your organization to have a survivor come and speak.
9) Ask your pastor or others to print material about SNAP in church bulletins or publications. (Abused by clergy? There's help. SNAP is a confidential self-help group. Call 1-877-SNAP Heals or go to SNAPnetwork.org).
Victims come forward when they feel welcomed and know they'll be supported. That, in turn, makes churches
safer for everyone.
10) Think back to former students, parishioners, and staff who may have lived near or worked around suspected abusers. It's hard to do, but discuss the abuse with them.
11) Remain vigilant. Complacency never protects kids. Only continued concern and awareness does.
12) Remain skeptical. Remember, many of the same church officials who once told us "We know of no abuse
in this community" and "Fr. Mike's problem is an aberration" and "We would never transfer a molester" are
now trying to tell us everything's OK. Judge church leaders on their deeds, not their words.
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The Community of Married Priests and The Archdiocese of
Our Lady of Guadalupe of New Jersey, Inc.
Salute the Prophets,
Pilgrims,
and Pioneers
of

SNAP

Your bravery
dedication to truth
and your willingness
to support
one another
inspire us.

Rev. Octavio Beal, Rev. Alfonso Castillo
+Patrick E. Trujillo, D.D., +Dominick Riccio,D.D., +Robert Daly,
D.D., +Elect Ronald Gadrinab
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StoryCorps is an independent nonprofit whose mission is to provide people of all
backgrounds and beliefs with the opportunity to record, share, and preserve their
stories. SNAP and StoryCorps have an ongoing partnership which promotes the
recording of the oral history of survivors of clergy sexual abuse.
StoryCorps has recording locations in Chicago, Atlanta and San Francisco. If you find
yourself in one of these areas and are willing and comfortable, stop by to record your
story for SNAP or yourself. You can give permission for your story to be featured on
an NPR podcast, which will demonstrate the widespread cover-up within the Catholic
church and other churches and the unified voice of survivors that find healing through
SNAP. You can also give permission to SNAP to use your recording for educational
and promotional material so we can continue to spread awareness and reach survivors
who have no idea they are not alone.
The StoryCorps Mobile Unit maybe pulling up to a city near you!
Seattle, WA
Aug 6—Sept 4

2015 SNAP Annual Conference

Sacramento, CA
Sept 10—Oct 9

Los Angeles, CA
Oct 15—Nov 13
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LIFE’S ONION ®

Breakthrough Therapeutic Tool Produces Big Results
for Clinics and Clients
We all know the saying about what to do when life gives us lemons make lemonade! But what do you do when life gives you onions?
If you’re Mark Wetherbee, founder and creator of Life’s Onion, you
make a therapeutic tool so innovative that it is awarded a patent.
Life’s Onion is a handheld, onion-shaped device with 12 peels which
transforms into a flower when opened. People in self-help and therapy
record their goals and achievements on the actual peels, and peeling
them back to flower petals as progress is made.
It’s a simple tool, but its application is what makes it unique: while there
are other methods of tracking improvement, Life’s Onion is the only
product which marks people’s progress in a tangible, visual form and
remains with them to reinforce their successes.
One Life’s Onion user stated, “It will be a daily reminder of my journey
through treatment, self-reflection, growth, and continued success in
life.” It is not often that people have a visible reminder of their growth
and achievements outside of the therapeutic environment, and this was
clearly the creator’s goal.
Life’s Onion incorporates elements of journaling, art therapy, Cognitive
Behavior Therapy and Schema Therapy. The tool can be used by an
individual or with any therapeutic modality or style. In addition to the
tool itself, there is a full package of support materials designed to
integrate Life’s Onion into existing programs.
After more than 3 years of research, development and field trials, Life’s
Onion is now being made available to the public.
To find out more visit: www.lifesonion.com

G. R. Pafumi



Citing Frances Kissling, former president of Catholics
for a Free Choice, “Clergy sexual abuse is a global
problem.”



Conversations with Cardinals Dolan (New York) and
Tagle (Manila) which “never” happened.



Sadistic physical abuse of young boys in a reform
school run by the Catholic Church.



Father [Tyrannosaurus] Rex, who molested dozens
of Philippine women and children, and was the
prime suspect in two murders of young women who
rebelled.



Despite the Church’s 2002 admission that 200 of its
priests have abused women and children in the
Philippines, there has never been a successful prosecution of a priest there.



A Philippine facility which cares for young women
impregnated by Catholic priests to limit illegal abortions.



The clergy pedophile manifesto, a manual designed
by a priest on how to groom children for sexual
abuse.



A blueprint for the Holocaust designed at the Vatican; Church assistance to Nazi war criminals to
elude justice.

Available on Amazon.com
and other fine bookstores
SNAP into Action
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Boston Clergy Abuse Lawyers

Stanley J. Spero, Esq.

Telephone: (617) 491-1200
Email: speroandjorgenson@msn.com

Few cases are more devastating than those involving clergy abuse. Members of the clergy, such as priests,
pastors, rabbis and imams, hold powerful positions of spiritual authority. Their parishioners and followers
trust in them for guidance on foundational spiritual and life issues. When a clergy member violates that trust,
the victim often suffers lifelong ramifications ranging from damaged self-esteem to loss of faith to a lasting
inability to sustain normal, trusting relationships.
If you or a loved one has been a victim of clergy abuse, you may feel reluctant to come forward. You may feel
ashamed or afraid. You may feel like everyone has betrayed you and you will never be able to trust others
again. However, you are not alone.

Dedicated Legal Advocates Who Understand Your Situation
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Many thanks to the amazing

Tomorrow Came Yesterday

SNAP team for ALL you do!
Keep up the fight!
John and Evelyn Mercantini

Available on Amazon

A visionary novel by Fred Harper, is
a must read for clergy abuse
victims, their friends and families.
harperf@swbell.net
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We are currently recruiting males,
aged 18 to 59 years, to participate in
a 40-50 minute anonymous on-line
study about their early sexual experiences and current psychological functioning.
By participating in the study, you will
be entered into a draw for one of four
$50 VISA gift cards.
If you are interested, please log-on to: http://
fluidsurveys.com/s/male-childhood-sexualexperiences/

THANKS BE TO
GOD FOR
SNAP!

Questions? Email Jennifer Lyons at
jlyon019@uottawa.ca.

To cite Frances Kissling, former president
of Catholics for a Free Choice, “Clergy sexual
abuse is a global problem.”
Our petition: we ask the pope to issue a motu
proprio (executive order) to make reporting of
clergy sex abuse mandatory and have the
following pledge sworn to by all Catholic
clergy and personnel:
“I will not abuse women and children,
intimidate them or their families, cover-up
for fellow clergy or subordinates, nor
tolerate among us those who do.”

Welcome to Mennonite
Survivors!
Thank you to Ruth Krall,
Barbra Graber, Cameron & Jeff Altaras
and all Mennonite survivors and
supporters for joining with SNAP to
Protect the innocent and
heal the wounded!

To sign the petition, please go to:
www.facebook.com/pafumibooks
and scroll down to the PETITION post with the
image of a pen and an inkwell. Please click on the
pen or on SIGN NOW.
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Other Ways to Give to SNAP
Shop Online?
AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets
customers enjoy the same wide selection of products, low
prices, and convenient shopping features as on
Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop
on AmazonSmile (smile.amazon.com), the AmazonSmile
Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of
eligible purchases to the charitable organizations selected
by customers.

Federal Government Employee?
The Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) allows
certain nonprofit organizations to solicit
contributions from employees of the federal
government of the United States. The mission of
the CFC is to promote and support philanthropy
through a program that is employee focused, costefficient, and effective in providing all federal
employees the opportunity to improve the quality
of life for all. Choose SNAP as the cause you
support. Our number is 10685. Ask your friends
and relatives to pick SNAP!

The Seal of Excellence is awarded to
nonprofit charitable organizations that
have been certified to meet the highest
standards of public accountability,
program effectiveness, and cost
effectiveness. Of the 1,000,000+
charities operating in the US fewer than
2,500 have been awarded this Seal.

Sell Online?
100% of funds raised are delivered directly to SNAP!
Raise money by buying or selling on eBay or give
directly with PayPal at the checkout. Look up SNAP on
eBay or use this tiny URL bit.ly/1n3IGnT.

The most economical way to give for you
and SNAP
DAF Direct welcomes donors to recommend
grants from their donor–advised fund, also known
as a DAF, directly from the SNAP website.
Neither you nor SNAP will incur any download or
transaction fees.
SNAP into Action
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+ Your company = $$$$

Corporate Matching
Does your company do corporate matching? Many do! Double or even
triple your gift to SNAP and help protect more children! When in
doubt, ask! Your HR person will have the answers or call the SNAP
office and we will help investigate for you! The following are just a few
companies that will match a gift you give to a qualifying charitable
organization.
3M
AARP
Adelphia
Adobe Systems
ADP
Aetna Insurance
AIG
Allstate Insurance
Ally
American Eagle
Outfitters
American Express
American Fidelity
AON
Apple
AT&T
Bank of America
Barclay’s Capital
Best Buy
Bristol-Meyers Squibb
Capitol One
Chevron

Citrix Systems
Clorox
Coach
Coca-Cola
Dannon
Del-Monte Foods
Delta Airlines
DirecTV
Disney
Dole Foods
Exxon Mobil
Gap, Inc.
Geico
GMAC
Goldman Sachs
Google
Hardcourt Publishers
Home Depot
Honda
HSBC
IBM
Interval International

Jackson Hewitt
Johnson & Johnson
Family of Companies
JP Morgan
Kellogg
L’Oreal
Levis
Lexis-Nexis
Liz Claireborne
Lockheed Martin
Aeronautics
MacArthur
Foundation
Macy’s
Mastercard
McDonald’s
Merck & Co.
Microsoft
Motorola
Mutual of America
Neiman Marcus
Nokia

Novartis
Pharmaceuticals
Oracle
Pfizer
Procter & Gamble
Progressive
Prudential
Publix Supermarkets
Shell Oil
Sony
Sprint Nextel
Starbucks Coffee
State Farm
Sysco
Time Warner
Toyota
Tyco International
Verizon
Visa
Wal-Mart
Winn-Dixie

No need to wait, make your gift to SNAP today! You can fill out the
matching gift form with your employer after you have made the gift.
The gift will be matched once SNAP verifies we have received your gift.
Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests is a registered section 501(c)3 non-profit organization. Federal Tax ID
36-4154398. Your gift qualifies as a charitable deduction for federal income tax purposes .
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A very special thank you to

SNAP was very grateful to have such compassionate
interns, from Adler University with us this past spring.
Laura Kacere, Jessica Gottlieb, Lorca Sloan and Kelly
McMeen helped with projects we didn’t have the
resources to complete but desperately needed to be
finished, including this program book! We worked for six
months with these bright women and are now reaching
more survivors living in secrecy and shame through the
SNAP Action Team and our social media accounts like
Facebook and Twitter.
We wish Jessica, Kelly, Laura, Lorca the very best with their future careers in psychology
and hope to work with future students from the Adler School!
-SNAP Staff

VOTF Bridgeport
wishes SNAP a
very successful
conference.

Provoking conversation about sexualized
violence within the Mennonite Church

Thanking
SNAP for its
courageous leadership!

www.OurStoriesUntold.com
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BODY WORK / ENERGY WORK
CHUCK SORDS, MA, BCPP

Ann Hagan Webb, EdD
Licensed psychologist in MA and RI
Survivor
Rhode Island SNAP Leader

UNBLOCK YOUR ENERGY
LET IT FOLW

www.annhaganwebb.com

2038 18TH ST. NW. UNIT T1
WASHINGTON, DC 20009

Thank you SNAP for all you've meant
to me for more than 20 years!

www.NRGYTOUCH.COM
703-609-9826
BOARD-CERTIFIED POLARITY PRACTITIONER
COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE

Smith Courtyard Gate
Columbia, Missouri
Forged Steel, 2011

Don Asbee —- Asbee Metal Studio
7281 E. Zumwalt Rd., Hartsburg MO, 65039 / 573-864-1459
www.donasbee.com
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Crying is okay!
“There is a sacredness in tears.
They are not the mark of
weakness, but of power. They
speak more eloquently than ten
thousand tongues.
They are messengers of
overwhelming grief...and
unspeakable love.”
-Irving Washington

In memory of Ray T. Chevedden who
had the courage to be in the
courtroom hundreds of miles from
home on his 96th birthday in regard
to a sex abuse case in which Jesuit
Fr. Jerold Lindner was deposed. The
Jesuit Order has paid $3 million in
regard to sex abuse of children

From an anonymous survivor

Congratulations to Tom Fox, Jason Berry, Tom Roberts,
Arthur Jones and the National Catholic Reporter!
Thirty years ago, you dared to go where no other news outlet would tread.
As the first newspaper to expose sexual abuse by priests, you became a
pioneer in this important and historic movement. In this regard, your
professional courage and journalistic integrity has no match. Your work
protects children and helps survivors heal. SNAP leaders thank you,
deeply, for shining the light of truth on the dark evil of sexual violence!
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“Keep on keeping on”

In memory of
RICK SPRINGER
8/6/1937 – 11/15/2014
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It is very tempting to take the side of the perpetrator.
All the perpetrators ask is that the bystander do
nothing. He appeals to the universal desire to see, hear
and speak no evil. The victim, on the contrary, asks the
bystander to share the burden of pain. The victim
demands action, engagement and remembering.
—Judith Herman

We are proud to be
members of the SNAP team!
Cappy Larson
Melanie Jula Sakoda
http://www.pokrov.org

Dedicated to Dave O’Regan who demands:
ACTION—You lead not one but two SNAP support
group meetings every month.
ENGAGEMENT—You reach out to potential
supporters to educate them about SNAP and raise
money to help survivors come to the conference.

REMEMBERING— You honor our journey of
transforming from a victim to a survivor by leading by
example and advocating for those who you inspire..

Thank you, Dave!
-Anonymous

Franciscan high school – Growing up with an
abusive Catholic dad who suddenly shouted at me
for no reason for every tiny little mistake. Moving
to a foreign country not knowing the language and
having to fit into society. Attending an ultranationalistic high school where they constantly
abused me verbally, psychologically and
physically just because of only slight differences.
A place where it was commonplace to make antiSemitic comments such as “the apostle Paul was a
stinking Jew”, and showing the Hitler salute as a
joke. Day to day struggles with teachers who
hated me because of where I came from. My
brother had to go to a mental institute and wanted
to commit suicide. Yet in the end I found Christ
who helped me survive. He is the Way, the Truth,
Available on Amazon and the Life.
Matthew Cserhati

Juan Carlos Cruz is a recipient
Joelle Casteix received
of 2015 Ellis Island Medal of
the Ambassador of Peace
Honor presented by The
Award from the Violence
National Ethnic Coalition of
Prevention Coalition of Orange
Organizations presented
County for her leadership and
annually to American citizens
outstanding contributions to
who have distinguished
preventing and reducing sexual
themselves within their own
violence in Orange County,
ethnic groups while
California. As a SNAP Leader
exemplifying the values of the
Joelle has fought relentlessly to
American way of life. Mr. Cruz
expose perpetrators and their
was awarded for attracting
enablers across the West Coast
global attention and saving
and beyond. She bravely and
thousands of children by demanding justice for the openly discusses her own experiences as a survivor of
abuse he endured as a teen at the hands of the
sexual abuse to inspire others to seek self-help and social
infamous perpetrator, Fr Fernando Karadima.
change.
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2016
CONFERENCE
June 24-26, 2016

Holiday Inn
Chicago Mart Plaza
Chicago, IL
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Stop Sexual Abuse

Poznan, Poland 2015 Conference
November 13-15, 2015
To Heal and
Protect

Survivors Network of those
Abused by Priests

Polish survivors, in conjunction with SNAP, are planning a
conference in Poznan. We are inviting survivors, supporters,
attorneys, law enforcement officers, health care
professionals and anyone interested to participate with the
goal to prevent sexual abuse and promote healing.
Brave survivors in Poland are courageously speaking out
and creating change! As a result, children and vulnerable
adults will be safer and those suffering in silence and shame
will learn they are not alone.
Tom Doyls, US

Marek Lisinski, Poland

Badara Ndaw, Senegal

Anne Olivarius, UK

And others from Australia, Spain, Ireland, Switzerland and Germany.

To register, please contact the SNAP office by calling 312-455-1499 or
e-mailing chicagoffice@snapnetwork.org.
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Action, according to Webster’s Dictionary, is “a thing done: deed, the
accomplishment of a thing usually over a period of time, in stages, or with the
possibility of repetition.” This describes our amazing SNAP leaders. They are
people of action, who accomplish things, who don’t give up, who don’t take
“no” for an answer. They are like the Energizer Bunny: They just keep going.
SNAP leaders do it all, every day of the year. They talk with survivors and help
them find resources and healing. They hold support group meetings. They
post comments online to educate about abuse and cover-ups. They email,
text, Facebook, tweet, instant message and (the ‘old school’ ones) talk and
listen on the phone with survivors, family members, reporters, witnesses,
whistleblowers and law enforcement officials. They speak to community
groups, talk to the media, and write letters to the editor. There is very little
they will NOT do if they might be able to find and help one wounded survivor
or expose one dangerous predator.
They are tireless and talented. They are creative and compassionate. Many of
you, we suspect, are here today because you talked with one of them.
When you see someone with a green colored lanyard this weekend (we
considered crowns but they were too expensive) give them your best smile
and a thank you. They are the SNAP leaders, the heart and soul of SNAP, the
people who make the magic happen.
In a perfect world, SNAP would not be necessary. The vulnerable would be
safe from predators. And the wounded would be healed.
But until that happens, we know that our leaders will continue to make this
world safer and healthier for thousands!

Barbara Dorris
Outreach Director

2015 SNAP Annual Conference

David Clohessy
Executive Director

Barbara Blaine
President
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